
 

 

This panel interrogates the current state of fertility from the vantage of risk and uncertainty. The growing 

use of ART for age-related infertility, the consideration of environmental factors as both causing fertility 

decline and shaping the decision of whether or not to have children, and the demographic anxieties 

surrounding declining fertility all contribute to making fertility a matter of urgency. The rise of fertility 

insecurity has several implications: the broadening of the populations affected by infertility risk, but also 

increased dependence on biomedical interventions to assess and manage fertility. The expectation of 

infertility risk thus contributes to a collective anxiety around our reproductive future, which is inevitably 

impacting reproductive bio-politics in ways yet to be properly examined. 

 



 

 

This panel considers the bio-economy of reproduction and its recent transformations through a feminist 

lens. It offers an account of how reproductive markets in different national contexts are structured as well 

as global and transnational trends. The panel is organized around recent works addressing issues such as 

the collection and circulation of reproductive biomaterial; investment and capital accumulation 

surrounding fertility clinics and the rise of online services; global reproductive chains and exploitation 

therein; and alternative forms of commodification such as donation and solidarity. 

This panel examines the legal, bureaucratic, epistemological, and technological factors that govern 

reproduction and access to reproductive technology, as well as the social injustices that they engender. 

Through an intersectional, gender-informed critical perspective, the panel seeks to shed light on the 

social, legal, and bioethical implications of the multifaceted regulatory framework surrounding 

reproductive technologies. The panel is organized around recent work addressing issues such as unequal 

access to reproductive technologies (e.g. for single women and LGBTQ+ people); bodily and sexual agency 

and its consequences on reproductive autonomy and self-determination; normative conceptions of 

parenthood and reproduction underpinning legal systems; and the weight of local technical 

implementation on biomedical services.  



 

 

This panel focuses on trans people's reproductive rights from an international, intersectional feminist 

perspective. It seeks to address how cisheteronormative medical, technical and legal infrastructures 

effectively shape trans people's access to reproduction and filiation. Bringing together recent 

contributions on medical and legal practices, as well as the experiences of trans people in different 

countries, the panel will reflect on the potential for queering reproduction via inclusive practices such as 

fertility preservation prior to gender-affirming treatments and the establishment of “creative” filiation, 

free from binary and patriarchal norms of female/male and mother/father. 

 


